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Exotic Muon Decays and Searches for 
Neutrino 0 scillat io ns 

Peter Herczeg 

Theoretical Division, Los Alamoe National Laboratory, Loa 
Alamos, New Mexico 87545 

Abstract.  Experiments that search for Pels from p+-decay 
are sensitive not only to oscillations of neutrinos into i7,, but 
also to p+ + e+ re n, decays, where n, is a neutrino or an 
antineutrino. We consider such muon decays and the possible 
size of their branching ratios in left-right symmetric models and 
in the minimal supersymmetric standard model with R-parity 
violation. 

1. Introduction 

The main decay mode of the muon (p+ for definiteness) is the decay into 
two neutrinos: p+ + e+nn'.' In the Standard Model (SM)2 the only 
such decay is the lepton family number conserving decay p+ -+ e+ VeL F,,L, 
where Vet ( v , , ~ )  is a massless left-handed neutrino which accompanies the 
left-handed component of e' ( p - )  in a doublet of Su(2)~. The interaction 
responsible for this decay is due to W-exchange, and has the V-A form 

where GSM = t/z (g2/8mb) (1 + Ar); Ar represents radiative corrections 
[l]. Beyond the SM there may be new interactions contributing to p+ + 

Unlma otherwise stated, we rhdl use the term uneutrino" for both neutrinor and 
antineutrinm. Thua n and n' can be a neutrino or an antineutrino (or a Majorana 
neutrino). 

The electrocreal component of the SM ri l l  be understood here to be the minima 
version of the SU(2)tx U(1) gauge theory, containing three familien of leptons and 
quarks, one Hi= doublet, and only left-handed neutrinos. 
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e+ ve F,,, where ve and v,, can be Weyl, Dirac, or Majorana neutrinos13 
and there may be interactions that give rise to new decay modes of the 
type p+ -+ e+ n n’ [2]. 

Experiments, such as KARMEN [3] and LSND [4], that can search for 
Fe”S originating from p+-decay are sensitive not only to oscillations of neu- 
trinos into Fe, but also to decays of the type p+ -+ e+ Fe n,, where n, is a 
neutrino.’ These decays can be identified by detecting the Fe”S through the 
inverse beta decay reaction P e p  + e+n. The interpretations of an excess 
of e+-events in terms of p+ -+ e+Fe n, decays and in terms of neutrino 
oscillations are distinguishable since, unlike the p+ + e+ Fe n, branch- 
ing ratios, the oscillation probability depends on the distance between the 
neutrino source and the detector and also on the neutrino energy. 

Neutrinos (ve’s) from p+-decay were detected for the first time in an 
experiment [5] at LAMPF almost two decades ago. This experiment set 
also a limit Bp,) < 0.098 (90% c.1.) on the sum of the p+ -+ e+ i j e  n, 
branching ratios 

~p.1 P 

This limit was gradually improved in subsequent experiments [SI. The best 
present limit is [7] 

~ ( p +  + e+ijen,) = r(p+ + e+Fen,)/r(p+ + all) . 
(2) 

n. nr 

B(F. 1 < 2.5 x 10-3 (90% C.I.) , (3) 

obtained at the ISIS facility by the KARMEN collaboration. In the LSND 
experiment searching for F,, -+ Fe oscillations the probability Pp,) of Fe 
appearance was found to be 

Pp,) = (0.3 f 0.13) x 10’’ . (4) 

If the excess of events found in the experiment is interpreted as due to 
p+ -+ e+ i je  n, decays, P(F.) is the branching ratio Bp,) [Eq. (2)]. It 
follows that 

1 0 - ~  c 5 x 10 -~  (90% c.I.) . (5) 

The range ( 5 )  is not inconsistent with the upper limit (3). 
We note yet that the limit (3) and the older limits, as well as the result 

(4), were obtained under the assumption that the energy spectrum of the 
Fe’s is the same as the energy spectrum of the F,,% in the SM muon decay. 

For a Majorana neutrino O,,K (K=L,R) denotes the component with chirdity o g  
posite to that of Y,,K. 
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The decays p+ -+ e+ Fe n, (and other new two-neutrino muon de- 
cays) are of considerable importance, since they provide information on 
leptonic interactions not present in the SM. A new interesting question 
about these decays is whether their branching ratios could be large enough 
to account for the observed excess of e+ events in the Fe-appearance LSND 
experiment. In this talk we shall discuss the decays p+ + e+ Fe n, in 
left-right symmetric models and in the minimal supersymmetric standard 
model with R-parity v i~ la t ion .~  We shall consider the constraints on the 
underlying p+ + e+ z?, n, interactions, and compare the implied bounds 
on B (p+ + e+Pe n,) with the bounds (3) and (5). 

In any model the branching ratios of p+ + e+ n, are constrained 
by muon decay data obtained without observing the neutrinos and some 
also by experimental information on inverse muon decay [9]. A further 
constraint comes from comparing the Fermi constant with the value of 
f i g 2  (1 + Ar)/8m&.s We shall quote the above constraints only for casea 
where they are significant. In particular models generally additional con- 
straints are present. 

2. Left-Right Symmetric Models 

Left-right symmetric models [lo] are attractive extensions of the standard 
electroweak model which provide a framework for the understanding of par- 
ity violation in the weak interaction. The simplest such models are based 
on the gauge group SU(2)tx su(2)RX u(1)B-L with a discrete left-right 
symmetry. We shall be interested here in the class of SU(2)t x su(2)R x 
U(1)B-L models which also provides a framework for the understanding 
of the smallness of the masses of the known neutrinoa [ll]. The Higgs 
sector of the minimal model of this class contains an SU(2)t-triplet field 
AL-Z (Ai', A i ,  A i ) .  The exchange of the singly charged component 
of AL gives rise to the decays p+ + e+iien,, and to other lepton family 
number violating two-neutrino muon decays [12]. 

We shall assume in the following that the mixing of the leptons can be 
neglected. A consequence of this is that from the decays p+  + e+Fen, 
the dominant one will be p+ + e+iievp, since it is the only one which is 
not forbidden in the absence of family mixing. The effective interaction 
responsible for p+ + e+i7,vp is given by [12] 

A more detailed discussion and also an analysis of p+ -b e+ iie n. decays in other 
models will'bc given in Ref. [SI. 

Assuming that t h e n  are only three quark familin, limits on the p+ -b et ii. nt 
branching ratiw follow also from the unitarity of the quark mixing matrix. However, 
this limit depends on the assessment of the theoretical uncertainties in the d u e  of Vu,+ 
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where 

In Eq. (7) fee and f,, are &-lepton coupling constants, and m+ is the 
mass of the A t .  The branching ratio B(pt + e+Te;v,) = I'(p+ -$ 

etFevP)/I'(pt + all) is given by 

From the direct experimental limit (3) one obtains 

A more stringent bound on GA follows from the new experimental limit 
(131 

P,z(O.lT) < 8 x 10'" (90% c.1.) 

on muonium (M) to antimuonium (n) conversion. In Eq. (10) 
P,a (0.1 T) is the conversion probability (the probability for an initial 
muonium state to decay as antimuonium) in a 0.1 T magnetic field. In the 
model under consideration M + n conversion is mediated by the At'. 
The effective M + Hamiltonian resulting from At+-exchange is given 
bY 

Applying a Fierz transformation, the Hamiltonian (11) can be written in 
the form 

where 

For an interaction of the type (12) the conversion probability in the absence 
of a magnetic field, P,=(O), is related to P,a (0.1 T) as P,=(O) = 
(100/35)P.,;i? (0.1 T) [14]. Furthermore, C,-g is given in terms of P,z(O) 
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by C,n = G~(P,q(0) /2 .56  x 10-5)'/2 [15]. The experimental limit (10) 
and the above relations imply [13]- 

I c f z l e i p t  < 3 x 1 0 ' ~ .  (14) 
Assuming that the mixing of &, with other Higgs fields can be neglected, 
the masses of A i ,  A i  and Ai' are related as [16] 

1 m: = 5 (mi + rn:+). 

The relations (13) and (15), and the limit (14) yield 

< 2 . 4 ~  , 1 
lCAl = 8 1 c f " I  + 

and there fore 

(15) 

B(pt -+ etFev,,) < 1.5 x . (17) 
Thus B ( p +  + e+Fev,,) is too small to be relevant for the LSND result. 
The consequences of lepton and Higgs mixing are under study. 

We note yet that in the s U ( 2 ) ~ x  su(2)RX U ( ~ ) B - L  model of Ref. 
[ll] the decay p+  -+ e+Fe u,, (and also M -+ conversion) can give 
information not only on the underlying new leptonic interactions, but also 
on the allowed values of mYr . It turns out [12] that in addition to the range 
mu, 5 35 eV (for which neutrinos can be stable), mur is allowed to be also 
in the range6 

40 keV 5 my@ < 170 keV . 
The up's for such masses can evade the constraint from the energy density 
of the universe through u,, + us v, ri, decays, which are mediated by the 
A i .  It can be shown further, that !Gal 2 1.4 x for rnyr 's  in the 
range (18) [12]. The behavior of B(p+  -+ e+F,u,,) is such that as the 
experimental limit on B(p+ + e+ Fa u,,) becomes more and more stringent 
than the bound (17), the lower bound in (18) will become increasingly 
larger. 

The upper limit in a. (18) is the present experimental limit on mv, . 
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3. The Minimal  Supersymmetr ic  Standard Model  wi th  R-Parity 
Violat ion 

In the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) 
[17] the conservation of lepton (L) and baryon (B) numbers is not auto- 
matic: the superpotential can contain L- and B-violating gauge invariant 
supersymmetric terms. The general form of these is given by [18] 

where Li, Qi, E:, Uf and @ are the chiral superfields containing, respec- 
tively, the left-handed lepton doublet, the left-handed quark doublet, etc.; 
H, is the superfield containing the Higgs doublet which generates the 
masses of the charge 2/3 quarks; the subscripts on the A's are family indices. 

In Eq. (19) the A:Sk-term if present would have to be extremely small, 
to prevent too rapid proton decay. One way to deal with this problem 
is to postulate R-parity invariance (R=+l for the SM particles and R = 
-1 for their superpartners). This eliminates all the terms in Eq. (19). 
Alternatively, with a different choice of the discrete symmetry, it is possible 
to arrange that the L-violating terms remain. The presence of R-parity 
violating terms in the Lagrangian has rich phenomenological consequences. 
One of these is that they allow the production of single superpartners. 
Another is that they give rise to some processes that are forbidden in the 
SM. Among such are new two-neutrino decays of the muon. These arise 
from the first term in Eq. (19). in the following we shall aseume that 
family mixing among the fields in Li and E; can be neglected. 

The decay p+ + e+ re v,, was considered in the MSSM with R-parity 
violation in Ref. [19]. The corresponding interaction, which is due to 
?L-exchange, is given by 

(20) G+ - 
4 H i  = -p( l -ys)veFp( l+ys)e  + H.c. 

where 

The branching ratio B(p+  + e+ Fe v,,) is given by 



The most stringent constraint on Cr comes from the limit (10) on 
M + 7i? conversion (which is governed by the same product of the Ajjk's 
[19].)' The M + % interaction, which is generated by &exchange, is of 
the form 

The Hamiltonian (23) can be rewritten using a Fierz transformation as 

c p  
Hyz = - P y X ( 1 + y 5 ) e P y ~ ( l - y 5 ) e  + H.c. I (24) di 

where 

For an interaction of the type (24) one has P M g ( 0 )  'Y (100/77.6) x 
PMn (0.1T) [14], and Icg"?l = 2 c p  (gPMq(0)/2.56 x 10-5)i/2 [20]. 
Using mgr/mfL 2 4,8 we obtain 

which sets B(p+  + e+Fe v,,) below the range in Eq. (5) by an order of 
magnitude. 

In addition to the decay p+ + e+ i7e vfi the first term in Eq. (19) gives 
rise to further decays of the type p +  + e+Fe n,. Inspection shows that 
these are governed by muon decay interactions proportional to [8] 

( b )  A:,,, A122 A13% A133 A1321 A123 A132 a 

The decays from the set (a) are of the type p+ + e+F, vs (z = e , p , t ) .  
The ones corresponding to Ai21 A122 and Ai31 A132 have negligible branching 
ratios, - a consequence of the experimental limit on p + 3e, while the upper 
limit on the branching ratio of the third decay in (a) is - 10-41 set by the 
experimental limit on t + eep. 

The decays associated with the set (b) arise only as a result of mixing 
between the superpartners of the left-handed and the right-handed charged 

&$'S have significant r im.  
To evade additional constraints, we are wuming that at a time not more than two 

* This follows from m?, - mf 'Y m i  cm'p (1 - sin28w) [21]. 
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leptons. These decays are of the type p+ + e + i j e P ,  (z = p , ~ ) .  The 
Hamiltonian corresponding to the-Am Am-term, for example, is given by 

H i ( L , R )  = - G f ( L ' R )  ji (1 -7s)Ve ~ : ( l  - ys)e + H.c. . (27) 
- 

a 
where 

In Eq. (28) M& and M:,, are mans parameters in the ?L - FR mans matrix, 
A, is a soft supersymmetry-breaking parameter, p is a supersymmetry- 
conserving, Higgs mass parameter, and tanP is the ratio of the Higgs vac- 
uum expectation values. Using the limits 1x1231 < (5 x mt,/100 GeV, 
1x1321 < (6 x mp,/100 GeV [22], neglecting the A,-term and taking, 
for example, p = 350 GeV, tanp=35, M f L  = 50 GeV, mi, z mp, 'Y Mi,, 
we obtain B(p+ -+ e+ Fe P,) 5 1.6 x which overlaps with the range 
(5).'1'O Branching ratios consistent with the range (5) are not ruled out for 
the other decays in the set (b) either, but they require larger values of the 
parameters and/or the mass ratios involved. 

4. Summary 
, ,  

In this talk we have considered the decays p+ + e+i?, n, and the pok 
sible size of their branching ratios in left-right symmetric models and in 
the minimal supersymmetric standard model with R-parity violation. The 
decays p+ + e+ Fa n, (and other new two-neutrino muon decays) are of 
considerable importance, since they provide information on new leptonic 
interactions. A new question of interest about these decays is whether they 
could be fast enough to be potential sources of the observed excm of e+- 
events in the Fe-appearance LSND experiment. In this connection it should 
be noted that the data from a recent experiment [23] of the LSND collab- 
oration on v, + ve oscillations support the interpretation of the result of 
their previous experiment in terms of ii, + i i e  oscillations. 

Neglecting lepton and Higga mixing we find that in the SU(2)tx 
su(2)R x U( 1)B-t model containing an s U ( 2 ) ~  triplet Higgs field [ll] the 

e In the preparation for this talk I m i d  in the aet (b) the decay corresponding 
to Xi22 A132, A132, A123 A132 and the full allowed range for the A:2? contribution, 
and concluded in the presentation incomctly that in the Rparity violating MSSM the 
branching ratior of j ~ +  -b e+ iie n, decayr cannot be large enough to account for the 
result of the Fe-appearana LSND experiment. 

lo A range for B(.;,) from the reault of the ii.-appearaace LSND experiment for an 
interaction of the form (27) has yet to be derived. We are asruming here that it is not 
very different from the range in Q. (5). 
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branching ratio of p+ + e+ Fe F,, (which dominates) is below the range 
implied by the Fe-appearance LSND experiment by an order of magnitude. 
In the minimal supersymmetric standard model with R-parity violation the 
branching ratios of some of the p+ + e+ Pe n, decays can be sufficiently 
large to account for the LSND Further work on the above and 
other models is in progress. 
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